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The Wise Shall Understand 

Part 1 

 
“Who is wise, and he shall understand these things? prudent, and he shall know them? for the 
ways of the LORD are right, and the just shall walk in them: but the transgressors shall fall 
therein.”  -(Hosea 14:9). 
 
So the psalmist, having related some of God’s varied chastenings, mercies and judgments, sums 
up, “Whoso is wise, and will observe these things, even they will understand the 
lovingkindness of the Lord” -(Psalm 107:43; cf. Daniel 12:10; James 1:5). 
 

 
 
“Who is wise, and he shall understand these things [that is, in experience].” The worldly-wise 
of that generation too, doubtless, thought themselves too wise to need to understand them; as 
the wise after this world counted the cross of Christ foolishness. So our Lord says, “If any man 
will do his will, he will know of the doctrine, whether it be of God”  -(John 7:17). 
 
If, in the word “ways,” the figure is still preserved, the prophet speaks of the ways as direct and 
straight; without a figure, as just and right. 
 
“Many shall be purified, and made white, and tried; but the wicked shall do wickedly: and 
none of the wicked shall understand; but the wise shall understand.”  -(Daniel 12:10) 
 
God’s purpose in all of the events that the vision prophesied would be to purify many by a 
sifting process. They will be cleansed from all sin. They will be refined as gold and silver are 
refined to remove all impurities. But this does not mean the whole world will be purified. All 
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through the coming age and at the time of the end, guilty transgressors will continue to lead a 
delinquent life. None of them will have the understanding or insight to see what God’s plan is; 
that is, they will disregard the Scriptures. But the wise, those with God-given insight, those 
taught by the Holy Spirit, will understand. 
 
“Whoso is wise, and will observe these things, even they shall understand the lovingkindness 
of the LORD.”  –(Psalm 107:43) 
 
The Psalm began with hymning the enduring steadfast love of Yahweh. It ends with a call to all 
who would be wise to give heed to the various dealings of God, as exemplified in the specimens 
chosen in it, which they may comprehend how, in all these, one purpose rules, and all are 
examples of the manifold steadfast love of Yahweh. This closing note is an echo of the last 
words of Hosea’s prophecy. It is the broad truth which all thoughtful observance of providence 
brings home to a man, notwithstanding many mysteries and apparent contradictions. “All 
things work together for good to them that love God” -(Romans 8:28); and the more they love 
Him, the more clearly will they see, and the more happily will they feel, that so it is. How can a 
man contemplate the painful riddle of the world and keep his sanity without that faith? He who 
has it for his faith will have it for his experience. 
 

 
 
When governors began to require churches to close their doors to regular worship services, 
Satan crossed the line, and in essence expelled from God in America.  Several pastors refused to 
obey and continue to offer Sunday worship, and several have been arrested for failure to obey 
their state governors.  This may come as a shock to some of you but the doors of churches will 
not re-open, but rather remain closed under the government lock-down.   
 
I have video testimony from a former health professional that went to work for FEMA and the 
DHS back in the early 1980’s.  Three months ago, she left her management position and fled her 
home and family to join an inner circle that protects her.  She was in a position that could and 
would one day determine whether one was sent to a FEMA camp or terminated permanently 
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for good.  Her faith as a Christian left her no choice but to flee for her safety.  She confirmed 
the Corona virus was an event related to the 5G 60-gigahertz roll out.  You can access her web 
page at:  www.shepherdsheart.life . 
 
For quite a while I have been pondering what event would be “the straw that broke the camel’s 
back,” and would initiate a response from the Lord.  I am suggesting that this was the event 
that has brought us to the point in which God takes home the “church” the body and bride of 
Christ. Keep in mind this is an issue between God and Satan and his legions and demons.  We 
have seen non-essential businesses being closed, yet abortion clinics and bars have been 
allowed to continue business as usual.  The very timing of churches being kept closed continues 
at the most important time of the year, Holy Week from Palm Saturday through Resurrection 
Sunday.  This specific timing is a personal issue between Satan and God. 
 
Remember, God said a time would come that He would have to intervene in the course of 
history. "Unless those days had been cut short, no life would have been saved; but for the 
sake of the elect those days will be cut short.”  –(Matthew 24:22).  
 
"Unless the Lord had shortened those days, no life would have been saved; but for the sake of 
the elect, whom He chose, He shortened the days.”  -(Mark 13:20). 
 
Most Christians know we are living in chaotic, turbulent and difficult times, in a matter of weeks 
we have seen things turned on their end.  The two events that speak to what I refer to as 
Extinction Level Events is the bio-weapon, the Corona virus labeled COVID-19, and the roll out 
of 5G 60-gigahertz EMF Wi-Fi.  The evil eugenicist William Gates has that evil look in his eyes 
and the smirk on his face of being up to no good.  These people are committed to the Club of 
Rome agenda of Depopulation which began in 1972 at the request of the United Nations and 
the Rockefeller Family.  He is well-known for his TED talks, particularly the one where he says 
that if we really do a good job we can reduce the population by 10-15%. 
 
Robert F. Kennedy Jr. has a message for Microsoft founder Bill Gates and his plans to “save the 
world.” According to Kennedy Jr., Gates couldn’t even save his Windows operating systems 
from viruses, so he should “sit down” when it comes to the coronavirus.  
 
Bill Gates has announced he is spending billions of dollars to save the world from the 
coronavirus pandemic, outlining plans for seven factories to work overtime producing seven 
prospective vaccines.  
 
But Kennedy Jr., who describes himself as a vaccine safety advocate, isn’t impressed with the 
Microsoft founder’s track record of pushing vaccines on vulnerable populations, and in some 
cases causing serious health problems. 
 
Kennedy Jr. used his popular Instagram page to share a Story that in no uncertain terms 
instructed Gates to sit down and leave us the hell alone.   

http://www.shepherdsheart.life/
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Of course you were unlikely to hear about the disasters unleashed by the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation around the world. That’s because they involved Indian and African children and the 
mainstream media turned a blind eye, preferring to present Gates as a philanthropist and 
liberal icon. 
   

 
 
Above Dr. Anthony Fauci, Bill Gates, and  
 
Now, if Gates has his way, the experiment is coming home. Gates is willing to lose billions of 
dollars to be the first to create a coronavirus vaccine, and he has the money to make it happen. 
 
Should we trust the man who has openly stated the world population should be reduced by 10 
to 15 percent, or should we remain skeptical like Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and tell Gates to “sit 
down”? 
 
Gates Foundation Is WHO’s Second Largest Funder After the US Government  
https://www.anti-empire.com/gates-foundation-is-whos-second-largest-funder-after-the-us-
government-big-pharma-co-donate-more-than-nations/  
Bill Gates is treated like a head of state by the WHO  
 

https://www.anti-empire.com/gates-foundation-is-whos-second-largest-funder-after-the-us-government-big-pharma-co-donate-more-than-nations/
https://www.anti-empire.com/gates-foundation-is-whos-second-largest-funder-after-the-us-government-big-pharma-co-donate-more-than-nations/
https://twitter.com/HowleyReporter/status/1242481220631646209/photo/1
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Big pharma and other private donors together donate more than all of world’s nations  
Providing proof that the independence of the World Health Organization (WHO) has been 
severely compromised, a document from the 2018 annual meeting of the World Health 
Assembly (WHA), the WHO’s decision-making body, gives revealing details of where the 
organization’s funding comes from. https://www.dr-rath-foundation.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/01/A71_INF2-en.pdf  
 
During 2017, the total amount of money provided to the WHO by countries was exceeded by 
that coming from non-state actors, including the pharmaceutical industry.  
 
Gates Foundation Is WHO’s Second Largest Funder After the US Government  
https://www.anti-empire.com/gates-foundation-is-whos-second-largest-funder-after-the-us-
government-big-pharma-co-donate-more-than-nations/  
Bill Gates is treated like a head of state by the WHO  
 
Big pharma and other private donors together donate more than all of world’s nations  
Providing proof that the independence of the World Health Organization (WHO) has been 
severely compromised, a document from the 2018 annual meeting of the World Health 
Assembly (WHA), the WHO’s decision-making body, gives revealing details of where the 
organization’s funding comes from.  
https://www.dr-rath-foundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/A71_INF2-en.pdf  
 
During 2017, the total amount of money provided to the WHO by countries was exceeded by 
that coming from non-state actors, including the pharmaceutical industry.  
 

The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation contributed almost $327 million to the WHO’s 

General and Fiduciary Funds, making it the second-largest donor overall.  
 
The only donations to these funds higher than those of the Gates Foundation came from the 
government of the United States.  The U.S. embraced the NWO agenda years ago by failing to 
ban such chemicals as Aspartame, MSG, Fluoride, and chemicals that are toxic by the EPA’s 
own definition, and yet permitted by the FDA.  These include Aluminum, Barium, and 
Strontium being sprayed since the mid-1960.  
 
Money donated by countries to the WHO’s General and Fiduciary Funds totaled $1.06 billion 
in 2017. This was less than the contributions from non-state actors, which amounted to $1.08 
billion.  
 
Along with the Gates Foundation, other prominent sources of funding included the Brussels 
EU Commission, which gave over $84 million; the ‘Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and 
Malaria’, an organization promoting the use of antiretroviral drugs and other pharmaceutical 
approaches, which contributed over $16 million; and UNITAID, another organization 
promoting the use of pharmaceuticals, which gave almost $30 million. 

https://www.dr-rath-foundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/A71_INF2-en.pdf
https://www.dr-rath-foundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/A71_INF2-en.pdf
https://www.anti-empire.com/gates-foundation-is-whos-second-largest-funder-after-the-us-government-big-pharma-co-donate-more-than-nations/
https://www.anti-empire.com/gates-foundation-is-whos-second-largest-funder-after-the-us-government-big-pharma-co-donate-more-than-nations/
https://www.dr-rath-foundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/A71_INF2-en.pdf
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 Bill Gates with Dr. Deborah L. Birx. Meet Deep State Deborah Birx global AIDS coordinator 
appointed by Obama, she was the Dir of USAID's HIV/AIDS-PEPFAR, USAID, CDC  Her medical 
license expired many years ago. Birx, who was appointed by former President Barack Obama to 
serve as United States Global AIDS Coordinator in 2014, graduated from the Pennsylvania State 
University medical school in 1980. She was issued a medical license in Pennsylvania in 1987. 
That license expired on December 31, 2014, and it has not been renewed since then, according 
to the Pennsylvania Licensing System Verification Service, courtesy of the Pennsylvania 
Department of State.  She has no active licenses or credentials! 
 
Drug and chemical industry donations to the WHO:  
The multinational drug and chemical industries and their investors figure prominently in the 
lists of WHO donors. Money contributed to the WHO’s General Fund by these sources during 
2017 included the following:  
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Bayer AG $1,158,060  
Bristol-Myers Squibb $215,730  
Denka Seiken $417,324  
Eisai $280,000  
Gilead Sciences $3,124,450  
GlaxoSmithKline $7,365,666  
Green Cross Corporation $294,582  
Hoffman-La Roche $6,628,090  
Kaketsuken $417,324  
Merck $510,000  
Merck Sharp and Dohme Chibret $1,652,226  
Novartis $500,000  
Rockefeller Foundation $748,945  
Sanofi Pasteur $9,411,491  
Sanofi-Aventis $2,634,963  
 
Other prominent WHO donors during 2017 included banks, private foundations with links to 
the pharmaceutical industry, and the George Soros Open Society Institute.  
 
Bill Gates is treated like a head of state by the WHO.  A former family physician of Bill and 
Melinda Gates said they never had their own children vaccinated. 
 
Bill Gates calls for a total Shut Down & VACCINES for EVERYONE! #COVID19 Plan-demic  
Vaccines is the key thing = Depopulation Agenda  
Gates is NOT a doctor 
Gates is NOT an epidemiologist 
Gates is NOT elected 
Gates dropped out of Harvard 
We are at war with pure evil NWO  - Wake Up America 
 
Nine states that have resisted shutting everything down are Arkansas, Iowa, Nebraska, North 
Dakota, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming.   
 
With the contributions provided to the WHO by the Gates Foundation now exceeding those 
of every national government on earth apart from the United States, the WHO clearly no 
longer has any independence in the field of health. Having traded its scientific credibility for 
funding from business interests, its advice on the prevention and control of diseases cannot 
be trusted. 
  
The money donated by Gates undoubtedly buys him a lot of attention at the WHO. 
Illustrating the extent to which he has essentially ‘captured’ the organization, the picture at 
the top of this article shows him sitting alongside Margaret Chan, WHO Director-General 
between 2007 and 2017, at a press conference in Geneva. The sway Gates gained over the 
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WHO during Chan’s tenure has led to him being labeled by some as “the world’s most 
powerful doctor”. As Politico has pointed out, the size of his contributions have brought him 
an outsized influence on the WHO’s agenda. The first private individual to give a keynote 
speech at a WHA meeting, Gates’ authority at the WHO is said to be comparable to that of a 
head of state. 
  
In this situation, it isn’t difficult to imagine that, should Gates ever threaten to withdraw his 
gigantic funding, the WHO would inevitably bend its policies to suit his will. Indeed, it is said 
that the appointment in 2017 of Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus as the new Director-General 
of the WHO was made with Gates’ support. 
  
Clearly, having sold its soul to Gates and other business donors, the WHO no longer 
represents the interests of patients. The time has therefore come for it to be replaced with a 
new global body tasked with the goal of making natural preventive health a human right. 
Achieving this will require the creation of an organization that is truly independent. Avoiding 
the mistakes of the WHO and its leaders will be essential for such a body to succeed.  
Source: Dr. Rath Health Foundation  
  
Who was Bill Gates Before Microsoft?  
https://www.bitchute.com/video/2wuMkShZ42o/  
MUST SEE! Bill Gates Calls for TOTAL COMMUNIST CONTROL & VACCINES for EVERYONE!  
 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4ab1-UEOnHE/  
"Bio-Weapon" = Corona-Virus-Fear, Bio-weapon = Vaccine-Poisoning  
 
Bill Gates wants to charge you for everything you do and need, the same way he ran 
Microsoft. That is a parasitical mind-set.  
Cattle DNA is important to ranchers...  
Mockingbird ALERT! What's REALLY Happening in Hospitals Across the Nation?  
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ZlZczIuw0cY/  
 
How many tax dollars are going into the production of these propaganda pieces?  
OPUS 211 Fauci and the POPE Covid opportunists both!  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3wPC9Z1PSU  
 
Bill Gates, son of a former Governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Seattle, second-richest 
man in the world, who pioneered surveillance capitalism on his crappy Microsoft platform - 
he is now tasked with convincing the planet to be vaccinated with a eugenic bioweapon.  
 
As the inventor of backdoor surveillance of one's customers, if Bill Gates couldn't protect us 
from viruses on his crappy platform, how the Hell are we supposed to trust him in his life's 
mission to get us all eugenicized? 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/2wuMkShZ42o/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4ab1-UEOnHE/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ZlZczIuw0cY/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3wPC9Z1PSU
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Millions of Americans have just lost their jobs, have no saving, and insurmountable debts, are 
flooding food banks across the nation to survive. With the economy crashed and now 
entering a depression, last week was a significant milestone in the progression of the crisis, as 
looting of businesses in California and South Carolina began. 
 
Now the looting is spreading across the nation. We noted how stores in New York, San 
Francisco, Seattle, and Chicago, were boarding up their windows, preparing for civil unrest.  
 
After all, when 10 million people lose their jobs in two weeks, and an estimated 
unemployment rate that could reach 15-20% in the second quarter, as per 
RealInvestmentAdvice.com’s Lance Roberts latest report, the ripple effect on society is so 
sudden that there could very well be an outbreak of unrest when the weather shifts too 
much warmer trends, and geographically be situated in low-income areas of inner cities. 
Hence why the National Guard was called up and now being positioned around and or in 
major metros.   The KY National Guard has a Humvee and 2 guardsman stationed at the tiny 
Springview Hospital in Lebanon, KY along with a Kentucky State Trooper.  They offer little in 
the way of security, as they are unlikely to have been issued ammunition for their weapons. 
 
The beginning innings of social unrest could now be unfolding across New York City. 
Households are cracking as hundreds of thousands have lost their jobs over several weeks. 
The city has become the epicenter of the virus crisis, recording 103,060 confirmed cases and 
2,935 deaths (as of Saturday afternoon, April 4).   
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Thus far, we have not breached the Constitution’s crisis point: martial law has yet to be 
overtly imposed (although an argument could be made to the contrary given the militarized 
nature of the American police state). 
 
It’s just a matter of time before all hell breaks loose.  Once that happens there is no turning 
back and this plays well into the hands of the New World Order crowd of George Soros, and 
the House of Rothschild.   
 
If this is not the defining point at which we cross over into all-out totalitarianism, then it is at 
a minimum a test to see how easily we will surrender. 
 
Curiously enough, although Americans have been generally compliant with the government’s 
suggestions and orders with a few notable exceptions, there’s been a small groundswell of 
resistance within parts of the religious community over whether churches, synagogues and 
other religious institutions that hold worship services should be exempt from state-wide bans 
on mass gatherings. While many churches have resorted to drive-in services and live-
streamed services for its congregants, others have refused to close their doors. One pastor of 
a 4,000-member church who stood his ground, claiming that the government’s orders violate 
his right to religious freedom, was arrested after holding multiple church services during 
which attendees were reportedly given hand sanitizer and made to keep a six-foot distance 
between family groups. 
 
It’s an interesting test of the First Amendment’s freedom of assembly and religious freedom 
clauses versus the government’s compelling state interest in prohibiting mass gatherings in 
order to prevent the spread of the virus. 
 
Generally, the government has to show a compelling state interest before it can override 
certain critical rights such as free speech, assembly, press, search and seizure, etc. Most of 
the time, it lacks that compelling state interest, but it still manages to violate those rights, 
setting itself up for legal battles further down the road. 
 
These lockdown measures—on the right of the people to peaceably assemble, to travel, to 
engage in commerce, etc.—unquestionably restrict fundamental constitutional rights, which 
might pass muster for a short period of time, but can it be sustained for longer stretches 
legally? 
 
That’s the challenge before us, of course, if these days and weeks potentially stretch into 
months-long quarantines. 
 
For example, the First Amendment guarantees “the right of the people peaceably to 
assemble.”  While the freedom to travel has been specifically recognized only as in the 
context of interstate or international travel, the freedom of movement is implicit liberty 
given that government agents may not stop and question or search persons unless they have 
some legal justification. 
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As Supreme Court Justice William Douglas once wrote: 
 
The right to travel is a part of the “liberty” of which the citizen cannot be deprived without 
the due process of law under the Fifth Amendment. . . .  Freedom of movement across 
frontiers in either direction, and inside frontiers as well, was a part of our heritage. Travel 
abroad, like travel within the country, may be necessary for a livelihood. It may be as close to 
the heart of the individual as the choice of what he eats, or wears, or reads. Freedom of 
movement is basic in our scheme of values. 
 
As a rule, people are free to roam and loiter in public places and are not required to provide 
police with their identity or give an account of their purpose for exercising their freedom. 
 
However, as with all constitutional rights, these freedoms, as the Courts have ruled, are not 
unqualified. Even content-based restrictions on speech are allowed under the First 
Amendment if the restriction is needed to serve a compelling government interest. 
 
The Supreme Court long ago “distinctly recognized the authority of a state to enact 
quarantine laws and health laws of every description.” Such laws are an exercise of the 
state’s police power, and if there is a rational basis for believing they are needed to protect 
the public health, they will be deemed to serve a compelling government interest. 
 
The point was made over 100 years ago in circumstances similar to today’s COVID-19 
outbreak when a smallpox outbreak occurred in Cambridge, Mass., invoking a state law 
allowing localities to make vaccinations mandatory and enforceable by criminal penalties.  In 
upholding the law and local order against a claim that it violated the constitutional liberty to 
control one’s own body and health, the Supreme Court declared: 
 
“The possession and enjoyment of all rights are subject to such reasonable conditions as may 
be deemed by the governing authority of the country essential to the safety, health, peace, 
good order, and morals of the community. Even liberty itself, the greatest of all rights, is not 
unrestricted license to act according to one’s own will.” 
 
The Court went on to write that “upon the principle of self-defense, of paramount necessity, 
a community has the right to protect itself against an epidemic of disease which threatens 
the safety of its members.” 
 
Most states have enacted laws that recognize the need for prompt action in times of 
emergency, including epidemics, and have delegated the authority to and executive officer to 
take action to address that emergency.  For example, Tennessee law provides that the 
governor is given the power to issue orders that have the force and effect of law to address 
emergencies, which include disease outbreaks and epidemics. That state’s law similarly 
grants mayors or other local chief executive officers the power to issue orders and directives 
deemed necessary, including closing public facilities, in order to address civil emergencies. 
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Courts have ruled that they will defer to the decisions of executive authority on the decision 
as to whether an emergency exists and whether the means employed to address the 
emergency are reasonable and legal, although there could be situations where a court would 
declare that the executive decision is arbitrary and unreasonable. 
 
When governments act under their police power to control plagues and epidemics, those 
laws are valid even though they may restrict individuals in the exercise of constitutional 
rights.  As one legal scholar recently noted, the balance between individual rights and the 
protection of the public “assumes that there will be times when there are truly compelling 
emergencies justifying severe measures. A global pandemic that spreads even among those 
who are asymptomatic and could exceed the capacity of the American health care system 
would appear to be just such a compelling situation.” 
 
At the moment, the government believes it has a compelling interest—albeit a temporary 
one—in restricting gatherings, assemblies, and movement in public in order to minimize the 
spread of this virus. 
 
The key point is this: while we may tolerate these restrictions on our liberties in the short 
term, we should never fail to be on guard lest these one-time constraints become a slippery 
slope to a total lockdown mindset. 
 
What we must guard against, more than ever before, is the tendency to become so 
accustomed to our prison walls—these lockdowns, authoritarian dictates, and police state 
tactics justified as necessary for national security—that we allow the government to keep 
having its way in all things, without any civic resistance or objections being raised. 
 
Martin Niemoller learned that particular lesson the hard way. 
 
A German military officer turned theologian, Niemoller was an early supporter of Hitler’s rise 
to power, having believed his promises to protect the church and not allow pogroms against 
the Jewish people. It didn’t take long for Hitler to break those promises, but by the time the 
German people realized they had been double-crossed, it was too late. 
  
As Niemoller warned: 
 
First they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak out—Because I was not a Socialist. Then 
they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did not speak out—Because I was not a Trade 
Unionist. Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out—Because I was not a Jew. 
Then they came for me—and there was no one left to speak for me. 
 
The lesson for those of us housebound and watching from a distance as the Fourth Reich 
emerges from the shadows is this: all freedoms hang together. 
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Niemoller’s warning for our modern age would probably go something like this: First, the 
government went after the right to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures, and I 
did not object, because I had nothing to hide. Then they went after the right to not be spied 
upon, and I did not object, because I had done nothing wrong. Then they went after the right 
to criticize the government, and I still did not object, because I had nothing to criticize them 
for. Then they went after the right to speak—worship—and assemble freely, and I did not 
object, because I had nothing to say, no one to worship, and nowhere to congregate. By the 
time the government came to lock me up, there was no one left to set me free. 
 
In other words, don’t be naïve: the government will use this crisis to expand its powers far 
beyond the reach of the Constitution. The Justice Department has already signaled its desire 
to suspend parts of the Constitution indefinitely.   
 
The dishonest CDC has instructed doctors across the county to put all deaths “with” Corona 
virus as “Death” from Corona virus.  Several have reported by posting on Twitter and 
Facebook and the Internet letters to that affect.  This is patently a violation of protocol, 
although not uncommon among the medical community when filing “death certificates”. 
 

 
 
“Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these 
things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man.”  -(Luke 21:36). 
 
“Who gave Himself for our sins so that He might rescue us from this present evil age, 
according to the will of our God and Father,”  -(Galatians 1:4). 
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“For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, 
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.”  -
(Ephesians 6:12). 
 
“For the Lord himself will descend from heaven with a cry of command, with the voice of an 
archangel, and with the sound of the trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ will rise first. 
Then we who are alive, who are left, will be caught up together with them in the clouds to 
meet the Lord in the air, and so we will always be with the Lord. Therefore encourage one 
another with these words.”  –(1st Thessalonians 4:16-18). 
 
“Because thou hast kept the word of my patience, I also will keep thee from the hour of 
temptation, which shall come upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth.”  -
(Revelation 3:10). 

 
God has not appointed His children to wrath.  On the contrary He has gone to prepare a place 
for us that we may be with Him.  Those who worship God worship Him in Spirit and in Truth.  
 
The wise will understand! 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com  

mailto:EvanTeachr@aol.com

